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INTRODUCTION



This year, The NoSuchCon2013 challenge was created by Eloi Vanderbeken from Oppida. The

challenge is a simple keygen-me:



The goal of the challenge is to find a pair of a (nickname, serial) that follows this equation:

MD5(nickname) == SHUFFLE(serial)

SHUFFLE is the algorithm that we have to reverse to break the challenge. To do that we can follow

two approaches:









inverse the SHUFFLE algorithm: SHUFFLE^-1(MD5(nickname) ) == serial

find a MD5 pre-image: nickname == MD5^-1(SHUFFLE (serial) )



Of course it’s easier to inverse the algorithm compared to find a pre-image for MD5. In the first

section of this paper, we will see the methodology to break the challenge, even the bad ideas.

Then we will see how to automate the deobfuscation. In the third section, we will see how to

attack the algorithm and we will end up with a small conclusion. The aim of this write-up is more

focus on the methodology than the result, that’s why I’m really interested to have feedback,

comments and ideas about the process.



BAD IDEAS AND PIN TRACING



The difficulty with this challenge is to isolate the useful code and try to understand the logic. The

code is highly obfuscated and we don’t really know if some parts of the code are junk or

necessary. In this section, I will present different technics that I tried to understand the code and

to bypass the obfuscation.

STEP BY STEP



When you analyze the SHUFFLE function with IDA, most of the code is defined as data and with

this amount of code, it’s not possible to define all the code by hand. So the first thing I try when

I have to reverse a function is to browse the code step-by-step. The analysis is dynamic and the

goal is to identify the useful code from the obfuscated code. With this approach, we can try to

find the logic of the code to speed up the reverse of the function.

Unfortunately, the amount of code is really huge and it’s practically unfeasible to browse all the

code of the SHUFFLE function. Moreover, with this technic we can see that all the code is

organized in the same way and we can identify repetitive snippet of code.

HARDWARE BREAKPOINTS ON THE SERIAL AND ON THE OUTPUT



The second approach is to put hardware breakpoints on the serial and on the output, and try to

understand where they are used. The goal is to identify the junk code from the useful code and

try to understand how the serial is used in the SHUFFLE function. This technic was not really

suitable because the amount of code to handle the serial is also huge, but we can identify that

the code is intrinsically linked and dependent. And in fact there is no junk code.

GENERIC UNOBFUSCATOR S



Use a generic unobfuscator seems to be a good idea. We can for example use coreopt or

optimice. There is a protection in the obfuscated code to break the graph flow. Some executed

code depending on the serial:



This code is explained on the Automated deobfuscation section, but we can see that the code

executed at 0x00491CDA depends on serial[0xD] (0x61700D). Most of the generic unobfuscators

are not really convenient against this kind of obfuscation, and it’s difficult to handle this

generically.

REVERSE BY HAND



As the title suggests, the approach is to reverse the code by hand. It can be useful to identify the

logic, repetitive snippets, and interdependent code. But due to the amount of code, this technic

should be paired with another more effective approach. It’s quite stupid and infeasible to try to

reverse all the code by hand.

PIN TRACING



The most effective technic to understand this challenge is to trace the SHUFFLE function.

Furthermore, we will see on the next section that the trace would be useful to do some

automated operations.

To trace the function we can use Pin (from Intel). The idea is simple, we just need to record all

instructions executed, all read operations, and all write operations. We can based our tools on

the pinatrace.cpp sample of Pin and write 3 tracers:







Tracer.cpp, records:

o executed instructions

o read operations (address + value)

o write operations (address + value)







TracerReadKey.cpp, records:

o read operations on the serial (address + value)







TracerWriteOutput.cpp, records:

o write operations on the output (address + value)



Tracer.cpp allows to generate the trace trace-full.asm:



This trace is really huge, and now we understand why it’s impossible to reverse the SHUFFLE

function by hand. With this trace it’s quite easy to identify the repetitive snippets of code.

TracerReadKey.cpp allows to generate the trace trace-read.asm:



This trace shows that the serial is mainly used at the beginning of the SHUFFLE function (3000

first lines). We can also see that the read operations on the serial’s bytes are not distributed

uniformly, it’s quite heterogeneous.

TracerWriteOutput.cpp allows to generate the trace trace-write.asm:



This trace shows that the output is used on the whole SHUFFLE function. We can distinguish 148

write operations on the output. It’s quite weird because the output table is just 16 bytes long. It

means that the output is used to store intermediate values during the processing of the algorithm

and not only the output of the SHUFFLE function.



To resume, these traces put in conspicuous position that the algorithm consists essentially in

17000 lines of repetitive snippets of code. We can also see that the code is intrinsically linked and

inter-dependent. It seems that there is no junk code and all code is necessary to compute the

output. We can distinguish 592 different tables of 256 bytes and 3 tables of 65536 bytes. It’s

really unsettling to see that read and write operations are totally disordered and we can’t find

out a logic.

AUTOMATED DEOBFUSCATION



According to the first section, we saw that the SHUFFLE function consists mainly in repetitive

snippets of code. The obfuscated code seems to be generated automatically, so it should be

possible to unobfuscate in an automated way. In this section we will see how to abstract each

snippet of code. The goal is to create a parser that implements a state machine to unobfuscate

automatically the trace previously generated (trace-full.asm).

SIMPLE TABLE (TS)



A typical snippet of code that corresponding to what we call a Simple Table (TS) is the following:



This code can be translated on this pseudo-code:



It’s easy to abstract this model and it can be modeled in this way:











first step: READ operation

second step: add register with a 32 bit address

last step: WRITE operation



If the parser encounters these steps in this order, it’s a TS snippet of code. Because we want to

implement a state machine, we can model this with this state machine:



There also exists a second case for a Simple Table (TS), a typical sample of code is this one:



This second case can be translated on this pseudo-code:



We can abstract this case in this way:











first step: READ operation

second step: mov register, dword ptr [register + 32-bit address]

last step: WRITE operation



The state machine corresponding to this case:



HANDLERS TABLE (THS)



A typical snippet of code that corresponding to what we call a Handlers table (THS) is the

following:



This snippet of code is really interesting because instead of containing 256 values, the table

contains 256 code pointers (handlers). The idea is in fact pretty simple, instead of:

var_0x0043ACE2 = Table[serial[0xD]]



We have:

var_0x0043ACE2 = Table[serial[0xD]].handler.val



For each entry in the table, we have a specific handler that writes a unique value in a specific

destination (in our example var_0x0043ACE2). This model is in fact a table of values and the goal

is to break the graph’s flow. So the pseudo-code corresponding to this case:



We can abstract this case in this way:











first step: READ operation

second step: lea register, ptr [register*4 + 32-bit address]

last step: WRITE operation



An important rule of our parser is that all the write and read operations on the stack (for

example: 0x0018FA20) are not taken into account and are considered as junk.

16-BIT TABLE (T16S)



A typical snippet of code that corresponding to what we call a 16-bit table (T16S) is the following:
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